The BICO OIL CENTRIFUGE is designed for maximum safety from the explosion proof motor to the optional explosion proof starting switch. The cast aluminum door atop the high tensile cast iron housing forms an almost completely airtight chamber.

Balanced 8-tube head design permits tubes to hang vertically when at rest. They are easily removed without disturbing the sample. Eight standard 8" or California 9" cone shaped, 100 ml tubes can be used.

Carefully matched tube shields include Neoprene shock absorbing cushions.

One of the outstanding time saving features is the highly efficient braking mechanism, permitting rapid, even deceleration without generating excessive heat, bringing the head to a stop without disturbing the sample run.

STANDARD FEATURES:
- CONFORMS TO THE A.S.T.M. D-96 METHOD
- 8 TUBE HEAD
- 8 GLASS TUBES
- BRASS TUBE SHIELDS
- RUBBER ABSORBERS
- EXPLOSION PROOF MOTOR UL LISTED FOR USE IN CLASS I, GROUP D AND CLASS II, GROUP E, F, G FOR HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS.
- WT: 412 LBS.
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